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Fauci, gain-of-function research, and biowarfare
conservativenewsandviews.com/2021/09/09/accountability/executive/fauci-gain-of-function-research-biowarfare/

The narrative of the outbreak of Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome Corona-Virus No. 2
(SARS-CoV-2) out of China and Italy and to
the world at large, has always featured logical
inconsistency and out-and-out fantasy.
Governments everywhere treated the Corona
Virus Disease of 2019 (COVID-19) as if it were
double-digit lethal. Yet the story they told of its
origin made zero sense in light of the hype.
And we now learn that SARS-CoV-2 did not
originate in the wild. Anthony S. Fauci, M.D.,
directed gain-of-function research, then gave his prototypes to the Chinese. He then lied
about it – twice – to a committee of the United States Senate. A fresh report on activities with
which he connected himself, has definitively given him the lie. But a more careful
examination of the facts reveals a dangerous mind-set that goes far beyond the sins of one
misguided physician.

Who is Anthony S. Fauci, M.D.?

Anthony S. Fauci, M.D., has directed the National Institute for Allergy and Infectious Disease
(NIAID) for decades. He takes the credit for discovering the Human Immunodeficiency Virus
and getting a patent – a patent! – on its common treatment. But Bradlee Dean, one of
CNAV’s regular content sharers, exposed Fauci as a con artist. Darrell L. Castle further
exposed Fauci as a scientific plagiarist and a Frankensteinian “mad scientist.” Joan Swirsky,
in April of 2020, “smel[t] a rat.”

The narrative of the origins of SARS-CoV-2 ran thus. A hapless resident of Wuhan, China,
bought a bat at a “wet market” in that city, took it home, and made soup out of it. He then
sickened and died. But not before the virus that killed him, infected others. The infection
spread like wildfire and prompted authorities to lock the city down. Too late! An infected
passenger flew out of Wuhan – and landed in the United States. To say nothing of several
Italian guest workers who caught the infection and literally brought it home. The rest, to
paraphrase the cliché, is history.

The real history of coronavirus
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But it is a false history. CNAV has long suspected that Dr. Fauci, during the Obama
administration, directed and obtained funding for gain-of-function research on bat
coronaviruses at his Institute. Gain-of-function research is a euphemism for weaponization.
The man then holding office as President, Barack H. Obama II, found out about the Fauci
program. He then decided, not exactly to terminate it, but to transfer it. So on his orders,
Fauci transferred his prototypes to the Wuhan Institute of Virology and/or the Wuhan
University Center for Animal Experiment. A non-government, non-profit organization calling
itself EcoHealth Alliance obtained further U.S. federal grants and financed further research at
one or both of these laboratories.

How the virus broke containment, none can say for certain. The most common rumor is the
most prosaic one imaginable. Three or four infected laboratory workers sought treatment
from someone other than their official infirmarian. They gave it to him and/or his staff, and
he/they gave it to the hapless residents of Wuhan. The disease then leaped to the airport
and thus spread around the world. An obvious question arises. Did those personnel really
break protocol in a regimented country like the People’s Republic of China? Or did Chinese
authorities count on their doing this, or even order them to do this? Such a method would
create a release pathway they could later “plausibly deny.”

Fauci v. Paul

Senator Rand Paul (R-Ky.) specifically asked Dr. Fauci about gain-of-function research
before the committee on which he sits. Fauci denied doing such research and fell back on
the defense that Big Cheese Doctors always use when mere laymen – blobs of humanity –
dare question their judgments, decisions, or actions. “You don’t know what you’re talking
about!” he indignantly retorted.

The problem: RedState.com was already suing the NIAID under the Freedom of Information
Act. All they got was the Big Stall. But another organization was also suing: The Intercept.
On Labor Day (6 September 2021), The Intercept broke the story. They had obtained nine
hundred documents from Wuhan and elsewhere, showing the trail. And on that day they
released those documents to the public. They prove incontrovertibly that Anthony S. Fauci
lied to a Senate committee. Senator Paul has already made a “criminal referral” on the
matter. One cannot expect any action – not from Merrick Garland, an even more partisan
Attorney General than Eric H. Holder, Jr. (See also this review by TownHall.com. See also
here, here, and here.)

'Anthony Fauci lied to Congress': Investigation by The Intercept reveals U.S. funding
for gain of function research at the Wuhan Institute of Virology https://t.co/Wr08jQstw0

— Twitchy Team (@TwitchyTeam) September 7, 2021

Instead the only way to stop, and punish, this activity is with your vote. But before you can
vote intelligently, you should have all the facts.
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https://patriotoutlook.com/the-intercepts-new-covid-report-confirms-what-redstate-reported-in-may-2021
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How does a man like Fauci get into, and through, medical school and
residency? (And what happens to him there?)

The facts begin with something Americans must realize about established, conventional
medicine in the United States and elsewhere. Ever since Abraham Flexner exploded the old
apprenticeship system for medical education in the United States, medical education
became an institution. And that institution fostered, bred, and taught an appalling arrogance.
The only reason society at large tolerates such arrogance is because people believe in
modernity. They believe that “modern science” can cure all ills. Even to win acceptance into
medical school requires a grueling study ethic that cuts the student off from the usual social
life. And no matter how often interviewers try to find the “well-rounded candidate,” they
always end up selecting a class of grad-grinds. And grad-grinds, as all their fellow students
know, are among the most arrogant sons of female dogs they ever met.

Arrogance got them into medical school, and arrogance gets them through it. Especially
when Anthony S. Fauci went to medical school, hours at study, in class, in the laboratory,
and on teaching wards were long. As they likely still are. When postgraduate training starts,
the problem gets worse. It got so bad that in 1992 a young “resident” had a young woman
die under his care. He missed a crucial clinical sign because he was half asleep from
working too many hours straight. The problem was that she was a New York State
Assemblyman’s daughter. That Assemblyman immediately legislated the first work limits for
graduate and postgraduate training.

Arrogance breeds arrogance – and entitlement

But that happened decades after Anthony S. Fauci had gone from “resident” to attending.
Furthermore, Dr. Fauci is a product of a pre-Medicare system, when “residents” earned a
wage that could never suffice. “In my day, I sold my blood for toothpaste money!” your editor,
going through medical school, heard from more than one scornful attending. No doubt Dr.
Fauci did the same, or knew someone who did.

From this deadly combination of pre-existing arrogance and deprivation, comes worse
arrogance, and a sense of entitlement. And the higher one rises in conventional medicine,
the worse these traits get. Now have a look at Anthony S. Fauci. Can you wonder that he
acts as if he were Chief of All Chiefs of Staff of all hospitals in these United States? He is the
product of his environment, and that environment is toxic.

Furthermore, out of that sense of entitlement comes a tendency to grab credit and money
wherever one can. Even if that means stealing a colleague’s work and even deriving a patent
from it. As Mr. Castle related above, Anthony S. Fauci so treated Dr. Judy Mikovits, the
actual discoverer of HIV.

The Wuhan Documents
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We come now to the documents from The Intercept, that detail the weaponization of SARS-
CoV-2. Here is one key document describing some of the research. Recall that The Intercept
has hundreds more.

That document alone describes:

Screening thousands of samples from live, wild bats,
Screening people who work with live animals for a living, and
Specific work with “humanized” mice (mice with human genes) at the Wuhan University
Center for Animal Experiment.

Easy Plugin for AdSense by Unreal
We see all the prerequisites for weaponization: gather samples and work with them in an
“animal model” with human features.

The Intercept tells us that the first grant came in 2014 and ran for five years. The grant won
renewal in 2019 – but the Trump administration suspended the grant in 2020.

See also this other document from The Intercept: “Understanding the risk of zoonotic virus
emergence in emerging infectious disease hotspots in southeast Asia.” Note the date of the
award: 28 August 2020.

Who is Peter Daszak?

Now turn away from Anthony S. Fauci to his partner in, for lack of better terms, crime – or
treason. Peter Daszak, Ph.D., heads the EcoHealth Alliance. They describe themselves as a
group dedicated to preventing pandemics. But do they pursue prevention – or instigation? To
answer that one must first ask: Whiskey Tango Foxtrot is Peter Daszak? Rumor has it that
his father was a Nazi concentration camp guard at Camp Janowska in what was once part of
Poland and is now part of Ukraine. As a matter of fact, Peter Daszak’s group has received
more than $40 million in federal grants. And those grants came, not from the National
Institutes of Health, but from The Department of Defense.

This reminds your editor of a Rod Serling movie script based on Fletcher Knebel’s novel
Seven Days in May. In a key scene, the executive officer of an “Emergency Communications
Control” (EComCon) unit tells a fellow officer,

You know, Jiggs, it’s funny. We seem to spend more time training for seizure than for
prevention. As if the [enemy] already had the stuff [we are tasked to guard] and we had
to get it back.

And Col. Martin “Jiggs” Casey USMC later develops, and gives the President, evidence that
EcomCon is part of a plan for a military coup. Its mission: to seize broadcast centers and
public telephony switches, to control communications. “Emergency Communications

https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/21055989-understanding-risk-bat-coronavirus-emergence-grant-notice
http://www.thulasidas.com/adsense/
http://www.thulasidas.com/
https://theintercept.com/document/2021/09/08/understanding-risk-of-zoonotic-virus-emergence-in-emerging-infectious-disease-hotspots-of-southeast-asia/
https://www.ecohealthalliance.org/
https://eco-healthalliance.org/
https://www.independentsciencenews.org/news/peter-daszaks-ecohealth-alliance-has-hidden-almost-40-million-in-pentagon-funding/
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Control”! Get it? Similarly, mightn’t the real mission of EcoHealth Alliance be to cause
pandemics, not prevent them?

Fauci and Daszak: s-t-r-a-n-g-e b-e-d-f-e-l-l-o-w-s

This is the sort of person with whom Anthony S. Fauci cooperated and cooperates.

As one might expect, Peter Daszak has denied flatly that SARS-CoV-2 leaked from a
laboratory. Lay aside for a moment that maybe the virus did not leak, but the laboratory
director let it out deliberately. The fact remains that EcoHealth Alliance was playing with the
very fire that broke out. And that Dr. Fauci facilitated this playing with fire, then lied about it.
And the lie has caught up with him. As have many other lies on this subject.

What happens next?

The next question we must ask ourselves is: what are we going to do about this? Obviously
justice demands the following: that

Anthony S. Fauci, M.D.:
Lose his job,
Never again qualify to hold office of honor, trust or profit under the United States
or any of them,
For that matter, never again qualify to hold admitting privileges at any hospital,
and
Go to prison, not only for “lying to Congress,” but also for treason against the
United States. (And whether any warden should trust him to run the prison
infirmary is an open question!)

Peter Daszak and his EcoHealth Alliance come under investigation seeking to know:
What happened to the $40 million in Pentagon grants, and
Their ties to the People’s Republic of China.

And: that Joseph R. Biden and Kamala Harris both be removed from office on
impeachment for, and conviction of, treason.

But of course, this world not being fair, that isn’t likely to happen. Perhaps only Jesus Christ
will serve justice when He shall come again in glory to judge both the quick and the dead.

But the continued security and health of the people of the United States demands that we
stop taking advice from the likes of Anthony S. Fauci and Peter Daszak! That also includes
making a campaign issue, in the next Midterms, of Dr. Fauci continuing in office and Dr.
Daszak continuing to get grants.

How did we get to be such malingering sheep?

https://americanactionnews.com/featured/2021/09/07/all-of-dr-faucis-biggest-lies/
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The American people must also re-examine how they came to harbor a mind-set that would
let a Dr. Fauci so bamboozle them. That mind-set is one of fear – blind, mindless fear. The
Drs. Fauci and Daszak got away with painting a lurid tale of a Stephen King’s Stand scenario
only because the American people were willing to believe it. The essence of the Stand
scenario involves a virus with a near-100-percent case-fatality rate, against which most have
no defense.

That’s false! Even with the weaponization Drs. Fauci and Daszak performed, one can still
fortify one’s body against it. This is why the Mainstream Media want to demonize any
effective treatment. They get circulation on the Stand narrative, and effective treatments
undermine it. Indeed, Rolling Stone fabricated a story of people overdosing on ivermectin
and clogging the local poison control and emergency centers. It never happened! But the
real story didn’t break until many leftist politicians and shills trumpeted the story on many
social media. And they have yet to apologize.

Don’t let this happen to you – again

The American people, and indeed all the world, have come under a biological warfare attack.
Anthony S. Fauci, M.D. and Peter Daszak, Ph.D., aided and abetted it. The American people
must not give them, or their likely masters the Chinese Communist Party, any satisfaction.
Take your vitamin D, your apple a day, your zinc sulfate, and if necessary your ivermectin or
hydroxychloroquine, and your chances. Don’t listen to any more besmocked experts. Not
after Fauci, Daszak and company have so sullied their reputations.

About the image

“Alliance for Health Reform briefing on the Zika Virus Aug. 11, 2016” by Alliance for Health
Policy is licensed under CC BY 2.0
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